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Most Innovative Payment Service Provider 2016

Allied Wallet is a global leader in online credit card processing / payment processing, multi-currency merchant services, digital eWallet solutions, software
development, as well as being a provider of a PCI Level 1 payment gateway.

Company: Allied Wallet LTD
Website: https://www.alliedwallet.com/

Allied Wallet has always been an innovator in payment solutions, offering a wide range of payment options to
support both online merchants and their clients. The firm’s CEO Andy Khawaja explains how the firm has created a unique product range which helps his firm to meet client needs more efficiently than his competitors.
“We’ve worked hard to become global experts in e-commerce, and we continue to set new standards for protection, performance, and profitability. In order to ensure that clients receive a top quality service which meets
their individual needs, we’ve built a customisable platform. Other businesses in our market don’t do that, they
don’t customise their products, they just provide one tool for every customer. At Allied Wallet, we work with our
merchants to give them what they need,” said CEO Andy Khawaja.
With multiple locations around the globe and an impressive repertoire of banking relationships, Allied Wallet
offers users innovative payment services at the lowest industry rates. With state-of-the-art security and PCI
Level 1 Compliance, the online payments company has been a trusted solution since 2005. Allied Wallet offers
the ability to accept nearly every global currency in 196 countries almost instantly.
“The good thing about Allied Wallet is the way it works. In business you always have to move quickly, to anticipate a client’s needs and adapt to them,” said CEO Andy Khawaja.
Allied Wallet built an adaptable solution that can be paired with most major e-commerce solutions, connecting
with a wide range of shopping carts all over the world including redSHOP and Magento. This is ideal for clients
who are currently using a shopping cart and would like to switch their payment solutions provider.
Moving forward, the firm continues to revolutionize the e-commerce industry by interconnecting payment
solutions as a “one-stop-shop” as well as introducing new and innovative payment processing solutions for
merchants all over the world.
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